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The German Mines of Caldbeck and the Discovery of
an Early Primitive Wagonway
WARREN ALLISON AND SAMUEL MURPHY
The Lake District, well known for its outstanding scenery, also has an industrial past
now less obvious to casual visitors. As well as numerous slate quarries, mines of copper,
lead, zinc, iron, silver, tungsten, molybdenum and barite have operated with varying
degrees of success. It is clear that mining has been carried out here for centuries. Recent
research in the Caldbeck fells, a mountainous area in the far north of the Lake District,
has revealed an unexpectedly early date for mining at one particular place. We present
a summary of the history of mining in the Caldbeck fells, and describe the results of
recent research carried out by local enthusiasts. Their findings have not only been
pivotal in extending the known date for mining and smelting to before A.D. 1200, but
have provided the earliest known evidence for the use of tracked transport in the UK
and possibly elsewhere.

T

HE earliest documentary evidence for mining in the general area of Cumbria
is from the medieval period and is non-specific, and thus cannot be firmly
attributed to the Lake District. State records show that in 1125 silver was
discovered in the north of England and the ‘Minery of Carlisle’ was started up. This
title does not mean the mine was near Carlisle, only that it was in the area governed
from there, i.e. what is now known as Cumbria. The mine was active at a fairly low
level for a time, but by 1133 a rich silver lode had been discovered. Over the following
decade or so very large amounts of silver were produced. No actual production figures
are recorded, but by studying the flow of moneys in contemporary records, it has been
estimated that in the 90-year period from 1125-1215 Cumberland produced 32,000
troy oz (20 tons) of silver.1 Historians have treated these figures with some scepticism,
but what is clear is that, in quite a short period of time, very large quantities of silver
were produced, sufficient to warrant a mint at Carlisle. Decline set in during the
thirteenth century and silver production faded away.
Over the next century or so, however, there are rather more specific references to silver
mines in Cumberland, Westmorland and elsewhere in the Calendar of State Papers
(Fine and Patent Rolls). The first is in January 1319 when the existence of a copper
and silver mine at Caldbeck is noted:
… the King on learning that there was a mine of copper and silver at Caldbeck, and elsewhere in the
parts adjacent in Cumberland and Westmorland having appointed the said John to survey search
and examine, he found such a mine.2

Then in October 1331:
Appointment of Robert de la Forde and Richard Campion to search for a mine of silver and lead
reported to exist in Minerdale and Silverbeck Co. Cumberland and in Harcla Co. Westmorland by
view of Robert de Barton whom the king has appointed keeper of the mines.3
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‘Harcla’ is the manor of Hartley near Kirkby Stephen, and there are old lead mines
there, but the locations of Minersdale and Silverbeck are unknown.
The Alston Moor mines of Cumbria appear in March 1359:
Petition of Tilman de Colonia showing he has taken the mines of silver copper and lead at Aldeston
More from the freemen of Aldeston More, at farm, for certain payments to the king.4

But then we find a partial location for at least one part of the Mines of Carlisle in
November 1414:
William de Stapilton esq. … pay 10 marks yearly at the exchequer in Carlisle for the mine of
Aldeneston currently in the exchequer by the name of the mine of Carlisle … … notwithstanding
that for 50 years and more it has ceased to profit.5

In 1475 we get some more names:
Grant to Richard duke of Gloucester … of the mines of Blanchelond called ‘Shyldeyn’ in
Northumberland, the mine of Alston Moor called ‘Feccheroos’, the mine of Keswyk Co.
Cumberland and the mine of copper by Rychemond Co. York to hold from the Annunciation next
for 15 years …6

The ‘mine of Keswyk’ is usually taken to be the very obvious copper mine in the
Newlands valley now known as Goldscope. However, the possibility that one of the
Central Lakes mines might have been part of the ‘Minery of Carlisle’ is still open to
debate.
Elizabethan-Jacobean Records
From the Elizabethan period a wealth of detailed information relative to mining at
Caldbeck is available from the records of the Company of Mines Royal, a state monopoly
set up in 1564 by Elizabeth I to discover and mine copper.7 At that time there was no
domestic source of the copper for the brass cannon needed to arm her father’s ships, so
this project was intended to obtain a secure supply. This German-English company was
responsible for introducing expert German/Austrian miners and smelters into the area,
under an experienced management team headed by Daniel Hechstetter.
Many copper mines were opened up in a large area of the Central Lakes, ranging from
Kendal in the south-east to Buttermere in the north-west and including Coniston
and Caldbeck. A large smelting complex at Keswick was built, and new smelting
techniques were introduced capable of treating argentiferous copper sulphide ores
and the complex lead/copper/silver ores from Caldbeck. Mining started at Caldbeck
in June 1566, but was stopped soon after, when the enormously rich copper lode of
the God’s Gift mine at Keswick (later corrupted into Goldscope) was discovered.8
Work at Caldbeck was resumed in earnest in 1568, but ores obtained there were
mostly silver-lead used to extract the silver from the argentiferous copper. This work
was carried on, probably intermittently, under the supervision of second-generation
Hechstetters, until around 1630 or a little later, but from about 1615 the Caldbeck
mines became the principal seat of the Company’s mining interest with most of the
workforce engaged there.9
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Later records
Towards the end of the seventeenth century, increasing demand for copper had
stimulated renewed interest in copper mining, and in 1685 enquiries were made by
Dr Martin Lister of the Royal Society as to the conditions and prospects for reopening
the Germans’ Cumbrian mines, but the response was not encouraging.10 With the
monopoly of the Company of Mines Royal about to end in 1693, a new ‘Company of
Royal Mines Copper’ had been set up a year earlier under Dr Edward Wright. Work
started at Caldbeck by sinking a shaft on the Roughtongill vein near the beck in an
area known as Duchmoss, and driving a level 30 fathom (fm) below the highest point
on the outcrop. This level was named after their mining manager Henry Roper, who
died in 1695. This work was unsuccessful, and the Caldbeck lease was given up in
1702, when their attentions were confined entirely to their Welsh operations.11
In this same period the Wharton family that owned the Caldbeck manor appears to
have been searching for minerals all over their estate, and there is evidence that mines
at Silvergill were possibly being worked from 1697-1710 and definitely from 17241726. Amongst many other trials was a shaft sunk on the upper end of the outcrop of
the Roughtongill lode at Duchmoss in 1724.12 By 1747 all mining in the northern area
of the Caldbeck fells had ceased.13
The identities of the principal German mines in Newlands and Coniston have
long been known but the location of the Caldbeck mines was not, though old pregunpowder workings were known at Roughtongill, Silver Gill and Red Gill. The lead/
copper mines at Roughtongill, the largest and most productive of the Caldbeck veins,
were considered to be the probable site for the German workings. There was, however,
no evidence to confirm this. To settle this uncertainty a programme of field work
alongside careful studies of published work and records was carried out over a period
of ten years. The results of this work, published in 2001, will now be summarised
below.14
Documentary research
The earliest records used in this previous research were those of the Elizabethan period
of mining and focussed on the accounts of Langnauer, Haug & Co, the Augsburg
bankers who mostly financed the English venture. These were translated from German
and published by Collingwood in 1912.15 Other invaluable information was found in
a bound volume of the memorabilia and letters of Daniel Hechstetter the Younger,
relating to the period 1601-1639, and housed at Alnwick Castle. In 1988 Hammersley
published a verbatim transcription of this manuscript which gives several detailed
descriptions of the mines and their related technologies, together with a transcript of
a 1586 inventory of the Company’s possessions.
A careful examination of these records, comparing and correlating the physical details
of the Caldbeck mines, allowed Smith et. al. to develop a detailed description of the
mine and its topography.17
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The principal mine workings at Caldbeck were on a single vein or vein group which produced
lead, copper and silver ores, lying on the flank of a high fell. The strike or course of this vein ran
approximately E–W, and the hade (downwards slope) was to the north. At the upper end of the vein
were ancient surface workings extending for a distance of 80 fm, part of or an extension to which
was worked by the German miners and called the Rider. Three adit levels were used to exploit
the vein, two were driven below the old workings: Emanuel Stolne, possibly started in 1569 but
definitely being worked in 1572, and the New Stolne 14 fm below Emanuel, which was in existence
by Easter of 1573. The Fortune working was first mentioned in 1575, but its location at Caldbeck
is not given; it was only worked on tribute, never on contract – A fairly clear indication that it was
an outcrop working. Fortune Stolne, 30 fm above the New Stolne, was referred to in 1602 and
repeatedly afterwards. It is reasonable to conclude that this level was an underground continuation
of the earlier Fortune outcrop working.
By 1630, Emanuel Stolne was 220 fm long and New Stolne 260 fm long, a fourth level, the Blinde
Wastel, started directly on the lower end of the same vein in about 1580, would have had to be
driven about 210 fm to reach the start of the productive ground. Since Blinde Wastel was at the east
end of the vein and either 25 or 30 fm below the New Stolne, the Germans were working a strong
vein at least 450–500 fm (0.8-0.9km) long over a vertical distance of at least 70 fm (130m), and
located in ground rising to the west. The lodging house was near the mines and orientated roughly
E-W, but the stamping house and washing grounds were at the bottom of the hill. If all the work
suggested in 1600 was carried out, there would be a shaft at the west end of the workings and two
levels at the east end, the one driven into the north bank being Blinde Wastel and the other in the
south bank the suggested trial. If the 1602 exploration was carried out, there could be hushes in
the region of the miners’ lodging house. No hint as to the locations of the three failed trials, David
(1573), Elisabeth Stolne (1576) and Marx Stolne (1576) is given.

Field work and surveys
Following a programme of field walking and correlation of the ground features with
modern Ordnance Survey and old maps of the Caldbeck area, it became clear that
there were only two veins which conformed even approximately to the identification
parameters deduced from the research: the Roughtongill vein and a northern branch
vein off Roughtongill called Silver Gill. Although the very strong and later intensivelymined Roughtongill vein has generally been considered as the site of the German
workings, its fit was poor, especially in the number and locations of the levels. Silver
Gill was much closer in its topography and had a shaft at the upper end and two levels
at the bottom where the vein crosses Roughtongill beck. A map of 1825 shows these
features together with two levels driven from beside the Silver Gill beck, and a ‘hole’
in upper Silver Gill.18
The upper level was a hand-cut cross-cut to the vein, thus dating to before the
eighteenth century, when blasting with gunpowder was introduced – though not
widely used until improved technology made it safer and more effective. Before
that time, hand-held hammers, wedges, gavelocks and picks were the tools used for
breaking ground and mine workings are characteristically narrow and neatly finished,
shown in Figure 1.
Both of the low levels in Roughtongill and the upper level in Silver Gill show these
characteristics and could be German workings, but the lowest level in Silvergill,
inspected in 1985, had been blasted and was probably driven at the beginning of the
nineteenth century.19 The ‘hole’ on the course of the vein is buried in a mass of loose
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FIG. 1. Neat hand-cut walls of upper level.

scree, but in that general area an opening near a large rock gives limited access to a
hand-cut working.20 This area is unstable and further exploration is considered unwise.
However, its features and position suggested that it could be one of the German levels.
At this point identification of Silver Gill as the seat of German operations was uncertain,
so during 1997 an investigation and field survey of the whole area encompassing Silver
Gill, Roughtongill and Thief Gill was initiated to determine the spatial relationships
between the mining features. This unexpectedly revealed a previously unknown major
water management system on the high ground between Silver Gill and Thief Gill
which had served several hushes. This unpublished survey was carried out using
a tape and compass and was later partly incorporated in the survey carried out by
English Heritage of the area around Roughtongill mine.21 The unpublished survey
was transposed onto the 1860 first edition Ordnance Survey map, and it was at this
point that a possible indication of a very short stream was noticed, joining the beck
some distance above the open cross-cut in Silver Gill. Since water running into a
stream is a significant indication of a draining mine level, and an ore bin had been
found close to here in 1988, permission was obtained from the Lake District National
Park Authority (LDNPA), owners of the land, to probe the scree and soil covering the
east bank. In August 1997 work commenced and the entrance to a hand-cut level was
quickly revealed, shown in Fig. 2.
On entry, this was found to be a cross-cut level (shown in Fig. 3) and driven 14.4m
on a small barren string to reach the Silver Gill vein which headed to the north at an
angle of approximately 70°.
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FIG. 2. Previously unknown level discovered 1997.

At the point of connection hand-cut levels driven in the hanging wall extended each
way, with another hand-cut level driven directly ahead in the footwall. A rectangular
hand-cut shaft was sunk directly on the Silver Gill vein immediately to the left of the
entrance cross-cut. A simple wooden jackroll with iron handles was set over the shaft
which was filled with waste rock to about 1.5m below the sole of the level (shown in
Fig. 4).
The main drive was to the WSW, but at intervals cross-cuts had been put through
the vein and substantial footwall deposits stoped away. Most of these workings had
suffered extensive roof falls and only limited access could be gained. The main drive in
the hanging wall had been back-filled almost to the roof with deads, probably during
the nineteenth-century trials. Later, permission was gained from the LDNPA to clear
this obstruction and the level and accessible stopes were surveyed.
The discovery of this level increased the probability of identifying the known adits
on Silver Gill levels with their Elizabethan counterparts, if their relative elevations
could be matched to those in the records. Accordingly, from February to April 2000 a
second, more accurate survey was carried out over the extremely steep and difficultto-access ground on and around Balliway Rigg to determine the positions of the adit
mouths in both Silver Gill and Roughtongill. An old-fashioned but high-precision
Cooke V22 theodolite was used and due to the absence of an EDM facility, distances
and heights were measured by a simple stadia method supplemented by a metallised
tape and magnetic compass. Multiple triangulations showed that positions were
accurate to +/- 2m. Later, handheld GPS receivers were used to orient the survey grid
to O.S. grid and thus provide approximate (+/- 10m) grid reference positions of the
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FIG. 3. Hand-cut cross-cut to vein.

FIG. 4. Jackroll over 90ft back-filled shaft.
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level mouths as well as supplementary checks on their absolute heights. The measured
positions and heights of six levels and the shaft on the west end of the Silver Gill vein
are shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 5. Longitudinal section of Silvergill Mine.

The Elizabethan records showed that the Fortune, Emanuel and New Stolne were
spaced at vertical intervals of 15fm (90 feet), and the survey positioned the floor of
the hand-cut upper working at 553.8m, the newly discovered level at 525.0m and the
level below at 501.6m AOD. Assuming the uppermost level to be Fortune Stolne,
the newly-discovered middle one would be Emanuel Stolne and the one below New
Stolne. The measured spacings of 28.8m (15.7 fm) between Fortune and Emanuel,
and 23.6m (12.9 fm) between Emanuel and New Stolne fit reasonably closely with the
records. This being the case, the level at the lower end of the vein driven into Balliway
Rigg should be Blinde Wastel, which records indicate was 30 fm below New Stolne;
the measured height difference between these levels was 30.5 fm, thus confirming the
identification.
Two other pieces of information were discovered later which added weight to the
identification of Silver Gill as the Caldbeck mines of the German period. One was a
crude map of Silver Gill mine, produced for Lord Wharton in 1710, showing two levels
and naming the upper level as the ‘Golden Hugh’.22 Fanciful conjectures have been
made as to the origin of this name, but the Hechstetter records provide a simple and
pertinent explanation. In a list of creditors dated 25 March 1622, one ‘hew stoddert,
alias golden hew’ is mentioned, and the same man is mentioned in a list of debtors
of August 1633: ‘Hew Stoddart, alias goldn hew’.23 The company employed another
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Hugh Stoddart who was a blacksmith and lived at Braithwaite, and the sobriquet
‘Golden Hugh’ was evidently needed to differentiate between the two. Hugh Stoddart
was a long-term contractor with the mining company in its latter years, and thus may
well have been associated with a working at Caldbeck which continued to bear his
name.
The second discovery was a crude map of 1724 which showing a level on the end of
the Silver Gill vein beside Roughtengill beck vein entitled ‘the old waistel level’ thus
confirming our identification of it as the Blinde Wastel level of c.1580.24
With the location of the principal German workings at Caldbeck now established,
it became clear that the surface features mentioned in the old records might now be
identified or at least suggested. The site of the miners’ lodging house was said to be
high up on the hill ‘near the level of the work’ and this correlates well with an area of
disturbed ground high on Balliway Rigg beside Silver Gill vein outcrop where slight
remains of a small smithy are to be found. (See Fig. 6.)
Below this smithy, which is orientated roughly east-west parallel to the vein, is a thick
scatter of black earth, very similar to that found beside miners’ lodging shops of the
nineteenth century, that is evidence of a domestic occupation. There are traces of
footpaths leading from the smithy site to the upper part of Silver Gill and across to both
Emanuel and New Stolne, as well as a track to the foot of Balliway Rigg. Proximity to
the mines, and adequate communications with the dressing floor at the foot of the fell
suggest strongly that the Elizabethan/German lodging house was located at the site.

FIG. 6. Remains of smithy on top of foundations of a larger structure.
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Fig. 7 shows the mines now known to be in Silver Gill. The stamping mill and its
appurtenances used for crushing and dressing the ore should logically be at the foot of
Balliway Rigg near Silver Gill beck, at the end of the well-defined track from the mines
and the lodging house. There are traces of lead and copper ores on contaminated
ground where the footpath ends, and below are the heavy foundations of an old
structure protruding from the ground now covered by a nineteenth-century roadway.
A plentiful supply of water is available from Silver Gill and the foundations of a dam

FIG. 7. First edition Ordnance Survey map 1860 with the position of the various workings marked.
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or weir across the beck near the old structure indicate that this is the most probable
position of the German stamping mill erected in 1571.
An early primitive wagonway
It is highly probable that Silver Gill was completely worked out by the time the
Germans left, for the brief trials in the early eighteenth and early nineteenth century
came to nothing. Consequently, the workings have been largely undisturbed since the
German period. As noted above, when Emanuel Stolne was discovered and explored,
it was found that from a point some 60 yards from the entrance, the level had been
back-filled with waste brought down from the old stopes above, probably by the earlynineteenth century miners. In order to get access to the further reaches of the mine,
which were known to extend for a long way along the vein, work started on removing
the back-filling. Currently a length of 40 yards has been cleared to a collapsed stope
and the material removed dumped outside to form a substantial new waste-heap.
When this was done it was clear that some exploratory work had been done by the
later miners as parts of the level had been re-timbered.
The clearing of the deads that filled the Emanuel Stolne resulted in the discovery
and retention of a number of pieces of timber and wooden artefacts that were
incorporated in or buried by the fill. These finds had extraordinary implications for
our understanding of the mining history of the Lake District. Considering first the
timber – in the floor of the level a small piece of timber about 10in. long by 4in. broad
and 2in. thick had five one-inch holes drilled in it and was secured to the sole with
wooden pegs (shown in Fig. 8).
Timber of this design has not been previously seen by mine explorers in any of the
old mine workings, but they had the appearance of some sort of sleeper probably used
to support rails in more recent mine wagonways. Two longer and thinner flat wooden
boards with one-inch holes drilled in them were also discovered, but not in situ.
A further six putative sleepers were pulled out of the back-filling. They varied in size
but were all roughly four inches wide and two inches thick, with lengths of between
ten and twenty-four inches long. All had one-inch holes drilled in them, and some still
had stumps of wooden pegs remaining in the holes. These are shown in Fig. 9.
It was known from a detailed inventory of 1586, that the German miners used limited
numbers of small ore wagons in their Cumbrian mines. The inventory records five
small rowle wagons: two at Caldbeck, one at the Grasmere Mine and two at Newlands
(i.e. Goldscope). In the case of Goldscope they were bound with iron and were
specifically stated to be for bringing ore and spar out from the mines. The Caldbeck
rowle wagons were just described as ‘for the mines’, but the Grasmere one was said to
be ‘serving for within the mines’.25 It is a reasonable supposition that all five were used
for drawing materials out through the major working levels of these three mines. Note
that the Cumbrian wagons are described in the 1586 inventory as ‘small’ so they may
have been made narrower than those typically used in Europe so as to pass along the
cramped levels of our local mines.
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FIG. 8. Wooden sleeper secured to floor of level with wooden peg.

There was no further information on these wagons, but it was certainly possible that
they were variations on those used by contemporary European miners and known as
hunds (German: ‘hound’). The wagons gained their name because they sounded like
yapping dogs as they travelled along. Fig. 10 shows an illustration of a hund taken
from a book originally published in 1556 by Georgius Agricola who lived latterly
in Chemnitz in Saxony.26 His book was one of the most important European works
on mining and metallurgy of the sixteenth century. His drawings and writings show
clearly the highly-developed technical competence of the miners and the variety of
mining, ore-dressing and smelting methods in vogue at that time in Saxony and the
adjoining states to the east. Saxony, and especially the area within a 50-mile radius of
the mining town of Freiberg, was the main mining area in the German states from the
fourteenth century onwards. The rich mines of the Erzgebirge (Ore Mountains) on
the south-east border were producing large quantities of silver-rich lead and tin. Much
of their success may have come because Saxony was the first mining area in Europe
to adopt the hund instead of a wheelbarrow in the longest levels. The vehicles used in
Erzgebirge were wooden tubs about 4ft long and 2½ft wide and deep with iron straps,
mounted on four small solid wooden wheels. The tub had a small, vertical iron bar
protruding from the bottom at the front that fitted between two closely-spaced parallel
planks (gestange) laid along the level, guiding the wagons as they were pushed along.
This was known as a leitnagel hund or pin-guided wagon.27
If the rowle wagons used in Cumbria were small hunds then it is possible that the
wooden ‘sleepers’ and planks found in Emanuel Stolne were remnants of an original
guided wagonway designed for the narrow levels of this mine. Since Emanuel and
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FIG. 9. Six sleepers with two flat boards at the back.
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FIG. 10. A ‘hund’ from Georgius Agricola, De Re Metallica, 1556.

New Stolne were the only two long levels being worked intensively, one wagon would
have served for each level. Trucks in these tunnels would be about the same width
as the small wheelbarrow used when the back-fill was being cleared, which could
carry about one hundred weight of rock if completely filled. The barrow was fairly
easily manoeuvrable, so a small version of the truck of the German type would have
worked very well. Considering the great length of the main adits, it would have been
very awkward and time-consuming to bring out the material by hand, and as the hund
technology was already well established in Europe, it seems likely that the Germans
would have brought it over here.
To test the hypothesis that the ‘sleepers’ and planks found in Silver Gill were of German
origin, a sleeper was sent to Durham University for examination and radiocarbon
dating. It was found to be mature oak and a sample yielded a 2σ calibrated radiocarbon
date of 1420-1640, with a 76% probability of the latest date for felling in the range AD
1400-1530. Dr Michael Lewis has examined the evidence and has concluded that ‘I
have very little doubt that the timbers are really from track work’ and ‘All I can say is
that at Silver Gill we have the oldest recorded survival as far as I know of what seems
to be track, and this may be true for Europe’.28
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The track differs from a later example of a hund wagonway shown in Fig. 11 in that it
appears that the sleepers were laid running parallel to the walls of the tunnel with the
boards fixed on top with wooden pegs which probably went through the sleeper into
the ground below. From the base of the sleeper to the top, the ground was probably
made up with fine debris to help stabilise the wagonway. As with all hund wagonways,
a gap would have been left between the boards for the pin on the front of the wagon
to run in, in order to keep the wheels on the boards. The sleepers would be of varying
sizes to accommodate the changing widths and curves of the floor of the level. It
is suspected that during later trials, most of the boards still present may have been
ripped up and used to re-timber the level.
Following this discovery, an attempt to access the New Stolne was made by removing
the fill from the shaft in sole of the Emanuel Stolne. This was safely accomplished and
the level was reached, but the level was blocked a short distance on either side of the
shaft and its floor was covered with a deposit of silt c.2ft thick, so it was impossible
to determine whether a trackway was present. It is probable that the only way of
accessing the more remote parts of the mine would be to drive forwards through the
collapsed stope in Emanuel, a difficult task needing considerable engineering and
mining skills, but within the capability of the local mining enthusiasts.
A medieval artefact
When the Germans first came to Caldbeck, they were developing an old mine which
had been quite extensively worked in the past. In a survey made in 1602 it was stated
that ‘… in ould tyme before theis Germans commninge to Keswike it hath bine
wrought aboute fowerscore ffathome vnder the topp of the mountayne, nere the levell
of the worke, at what depthe we knowe not …’.29 Just how old these workings were
could not be guessed, but a wooden artefact with a neat well-formed handle was
found amongst the back-fill when clearing the Emanuel Stolne which was unlike any
tool seen before (Fig. 12).
This came from a point in the level about 80yd from the adit crosscut, underneath the
old stopes referred to above. Suspecting that this tool could be quite old as it lacked
any local reinforcement with iron, it was arranged for it to be examined at Durham
University and radiocarbon dated.
The implement was found to be made of mature oak, and radiocarbon dating
produced a 2σ calibrated date range of A.D. 1020-1200. No sapwood was present,
but even allowing 100-200 years before felling; this implement was undoubtedly
of medieval origin. Just what sort of an implement it was remained obscure until
contact was made with Martin Straßburger, of Bollscheil, Germany, who recognised
the implement as a medieval shovel blade like those found in some German mines
(Bliesenbach, Wallerfagen, both c. twelfth/thirteenth century) and at the Boscarne tin
mines in Cornwall.30 This ancient tool must have been used, and after one side was
broken-off, abandoned in the ancient workings above Emanuel Stolne, to be brought
down by later miners clearing out the old fill from this area in their search for any
workable ore.
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The date of this implement provides a possible link between Silver Gill and a leadsmelting site at Calebrack, just three miles to the east of Silver Gill, which has yielded
a piece of charcoal radiocarbon dated to the same range of A.D. 1020-1200.31 There is
also the intriguing possibility that Silver Gill mine may be one of the so-far unlocated
Mines of Carlisle which produced those very large quantities of silver between A.D.
1130-1200. If so, its distinctive name may not be coincidental, but derived from the
Silverbeck of Minersdale, i.e. the mine of Silver Beck (stream) which runs down Silver
Gill (valley) and on into Minersdale. The present-day name of the stream flowing

FIG. 11. Track from the Rambeck Lead Mine, Sauerland, Germany
(Deutsches Bergbau Museum, Bochum, Germany). (Photo: Dr M. J. T. Lewis)
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FIG. 12. Medieval shovel blade recovered from Emanuel Stolne.

down the lower valley is Dale Beck, strangely uninformative, but which, bearing in
mind the heavy truncation of place names which commonly occurs in Cumbrian
dialect speech, may simply have lost its prefix.
Even this may underestimate the age of silver-lead mining in our county. In 2001, a
routine archaeological dig at a development site at Botchergate in Carlisle revealed
the base of a Roman lead smelter dated to c.A.D. 135, when Hadrian’s Wall was under
construction. A piece of silver–rich lead ore found among the excavated materials was
examined and found to contain an assemblage of microscopic phases typical of either
a Tyne Head (near Alston in Cumbria) or a Central Lakes origin.32 Though the origin
of the galena is uncertain, it is worth bearing in mind that the Silver Gill mine is only
14 miles south of Botchergate.
Fourth Early International Railway Conference
A paper was presented to the Fourth Early International Railway Conference at
University College, London in June 2008 on the discovery of this early primitive
wagonway. The consensus of this four day conference attended by academics and
amateur historians was that the evidence found at Silver Gill Mine is of the rowle
wagons as mentioned in the memorabilia and letters of Daniel Hechstetter the
Younger, relating to the period 1601-1639, and housed at Alnwick Castle.33 As a result
of the conference, Dr M. J. T. Lewis confirmed that Collingwood had mistranslated
berg truchen as being water courses when it should have been translated as Pergtruhen,
which was the Austrian name for Rowle wagon. He had also translated Gesteng as pit
props when it should have read Gestange or rails.
Traditionally the Elizabethan miners were called Germans because of their language
and the source of their finance, although most were most likely Austrians. Between
1564 and 1576 at least 150 German speakers arrived to work alongside local men. The
majority, numbering some 35, came from the Tirol, including 23 from the great mining
centre of Schwaz near Innsbruck. So perhaps it is this area that was responsible for
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the technical influence on the Lake District mines. In 1556 the illustrated manuscript
known as the Schwazer Bergbuch was compiled which is in some respects the Austrian
counterpart of Agricola and may be much more relevant to the development of the
wagonway. 34
University College London survey
In 1630 the German records confirmed that they still intended to drive a fourth level
15 fathoms (90ft) under the New Stolne35, but there is no record of whether this was
completed or if one was driven at a much later date. During the initial survey work
an area of disturbed ground was located 90ft below the New Stolne which contained
walling and an area of ground which gave the impression that there might be a level
there. The Cumbria Amenity Trust Mining History Society (CATMHS) approached
the Lake District National Park Authority (LDNPA) to request permission to carry
out a dig. However the LDNPA asked if the society could first carry out a non-intrusive
survey to narrow the area of dig especially as the Caldbeck Fells are an SSSI and this
would mean obtaining permission from Natural England. A member of the society
and professor at University College London offered to carry out the survey consisting
of two parts – Ground Penetrating Radar and Magnetometry – as part of a student
project. This was undertaken in August 2009 in appalling weather conditions and on
steep ground which tested the equipment to its limit.
The survey confirmed that there was a high probability that there was a level exactly
where the initial survey carried out many years ago had first suggested.36 CATHMS
are currently putting together an application to the LDNPA and Natural England
for permission to carry out a dig.
Conclusions
Cooperative historical research and practical work on the ground by local mine
enthusiasts, academics and others, with the prior approval of the Lake District
National Park Authorities, has determined that the principal seat of Elizabethan
mining at Caldbeck was the Silver Gill workings.
Wooden artefacts recovered when the back-fill was cleared from the Emanuel Stolne
appear to be remnants of a German-style hund trackway, one piece of which has been
radiocarbon dated to A.D. 1420-1640, with a 76% chance that the latest felling date
falls in the range A.D. 1400-1530. A medieval oak shovel blade also from the backfill
indicates an even older origin for mining at Silver Gill.
The trackway consists of short sleepers carrying wooden planks aligned along the
level and sized to carry the small hunds used by the Company of Mines Royal in
their Cumbrian mines with long adit levels. An apparently in situ sleeper is aligned
lengthways in the adit, a system different from known trackways in German mines.
Further exploration of the Emanuel Stolne, which is known to have extended far
beyond the point reached to date, may reveal further remains of trackway which
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might resolve uncertainty as to the arrangement. The proposed dig on the fourth level
should confirm whether the mine was worked by the Germans up to the demise of the
company or was worked at a later date.
17 Gilbert Road, CA2 6BJ
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Glossary of terms
ADIT Horizontal tunnel driven into the hillside for access to the vein or to drain the mine
ARGENTIFEROUS Bearing or producing silver
BACK-FILLING Waste rock which is dumped into disused areas of the mine
CROSSCUTS Tunnels driven through the rock to reach the vein
DEADS Waste rock stacked underground to support the roof
FATHOM A measurement of six feet
GALENA Lead Sulphide
HADE Slope of the vein
HANGING WALL Upper slope of the vein
HUSHES Method of exposing the vein on surface by releasing a volume of water to assist in removing soil
etc, so exposing the bare rock and vein
JACKROLL Hand-operated winch
LEVEL Tunnel driven to gain access to the mine
LODE Mineralised part of the vein
ORE Mineralised part of the rock
ORE BIN Circular structure on surface where the mineral from the mine is brought for processing
OUTCROP Point where the vein is exposed on surface
SHAFT Vertical or inclined tunnel from the surface or in the mine
SMELTER Place where ores are heated to produce the final product
SMITHY The mining equivalent of a blacksmith shop
SOLE Floor of the tunnel
STAMPING HOUSE Place where the ore is processed
STOLNE German name for tunnel
TRIBUTE System of working
WAGONWAY Underground method of removing rock and ores by pushing a wheeled vehicle on a set of
wooden boards
WASHING GROUNDS Area for washing ore from the mine
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